The Giraffe and the Hen

Circle the best answer for each question.

Which animal is taller?
- giraffe
- hen

Which animal is heavier?
- giraffe
- hen

Which animal is shorter?
- giraffe
- hen

Which animal is lighter?
- giraffe
- hen

Which animal has a long neck?
- giraffe
- hen

Which animal has long legs?
- giraffe
- hen
The Giraffe and the Hen

Circle the best answer for each question.

Which animal is **taller**?
- giraffe  ✔️
- hen

Which animal is **heavier**?
- giraffe  ✔️
- hen

Which animal is **shorter**?
- giraffe
- hen

Which animal is **lighter**?
- giraffe  ✔️
- hen

Which animal has a **long neck**?
- giraffe  ✔️
- hen

Which animal has a **long legs**?
- giraffe  ✔️
- hen